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This book is a roadmap to an exodus out of the head and into reality, out of self-absorption and into the presence of God. It guides our lives so we can stop
being about us, stop being self-important, and start being other-centered by letting go of selfishness, resentment, ego, the illusion of self-sufficiency, the plans
we have for our lives without respect to God, and the mistakes we have made. This book can be a step toward true and lasting happiness. Each chapter
includes questions for reflection.

YA, A 144 pp.
Art Of Getting Over Yourself, The: And Why You'll Be Happier When You Do
BK
Leonetti, Jon SurgeoftheHeart.com© 2017

248017

This parenting book will not make you feel utterly inadequate and convinced you will probably mess up your little humans. Rather, you will discover that it is
not about being a "better" parent but about being a happier parent. That happiness is not for when your kids are older, not when your kids are easier, but right
now — and that is possible with a little laughter. Learn what a good parent is (and how to be one even when you do not feel like it), how to actually have fun
with your kids, how to defuse tantrums without a PhD, that discipline is not a dirty word, why wrangling kids at Mass is totally worth it, and more. The book
also addresses the topics of miscarriage, infertility, and impaired fertility.

YA, A 112 pp.
Be A Happier Parent Or Laugh Trying
BK
Kerekes, Besty Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

241538

Most parents have no trouble telling their children how to dress, drive, study, or shave, but struggle to talk with them about how best to live — about real love,
faith, integrity, values, true enrichment, and success. In this series of reflections, Peter Kreeft shares the wisdom that he has compiled for his children.
Readable and browsable, these heart-to-heart chats present priceless truths by which to live.

S, YA 264 pp.
Before I Go: Letters To Our Children About What Really Matters
BK
Kreeft, Peter Sheed and Ward© 2007

248016

This fifth and final adventure in The Pope's Cat series shares of the conclave that elected the Pope. It turns out that Margaret, the cat, was somehow there
watching in the Sistine Chapel as the votes were cast. Children and adults alike will delight in this behind-the-scenes story about love and the Church,
learning not only about what popes do, but this time, how popes are chosen.

P, I 64 pp.
Before Margaret Met The Pope: A Conclave Story (The Pope's Cat)
BK
Sweeney, John M. Paraclete Press© 2021

200874

This is a moving story of a little bird whose flight southward for the winter keeps getting delayed because of a local street beggar who asks the bird to deliver
bread to a homeless man, money to a widow with children, and a gold cross to a sick boy in the hospital. Saying yes to these acts of mercy, the kind bird gets
caught in a massive winter snowstorm. All seems lost for the bird until an astonishing turn of events reveals the true identity of the street beggar. This story of
sacrifice and risk teaches children the true meaning of gift-giving and demonstrates that great love is always rewarded by God, even if not in ways we can
predict.

P, I 32 pp.
Beggar And The Bluebird, The
BK
DeStefano, Anthony Sophia Institute Press© 2021

201563

Drawing from Scripture and Church teaching, this book roots Catholic male spirituality in a covenant relationship with God and the Cross of Jesus Christ. It
demonstrates that when a man embraces the Cross he is truly able to be himself. Discover what authentic male Catholic spirituality is, what distinguishes it
from Protestant male spirituality, how it complements feminine spirituality, and more in this Catholic vision for male spirituality.

YA, A 296 pp.
Behold The Man: A Catholic Vision Of Male Spirituality
BK
Burke-Sivers, Deacon Harold Ignatius Press© 2015

248826

With an easygoing and inviting style, this book explains why major doctrines of Catholicism are true and shows you how to explain them effectively to
Protestants and "cafeteria Catholics" alike in ways that will draw them into those truths. It teaches Catholics how to "talk Bible" to non-Catholics on topics
including the sacraments, Purgatory, Mary, the papacy, and why salvation requires faith and works. This book will help you discover tactics for defending the
Faith against atheist attacks, be versed in strategies for effectively challenging others to examine their beliefs in light of the overwhelming scriptural evidence
for Catholicism, and learn the basics of Eastern Orthodoxy.

YA, A 336 pp.

Blue Collar Apologetics: How To Explain And Defend Catholic Teaching Using Common Sense, Simple Logic, And The
Bible
BK
Martignoni, John EWTN Publishing, Inc© 2021

234503

With charity and courage, Rev. Josh Johnson speaks to his own generation of Catholic millennials, who often feel their needs and concerns are not being
addressed by the Church or who simply do not believe the Catholic Faith has any relevance to their lives. Using his own experiences, both as a former
struggling young Catholic and as a priest, Rev. Josh offers an inspiring witness of how he came to know God, rather than just knowing about him, and
presents practical ways for us to truly know God as well. Each chapter includes questions for meditation and discussion.

YA 176 pp.
Broken And Blessed: An Invitation To My Generation
BK
Johnson, Rev. Josh Ascension Press© 2018

268117

This journal approaches caregiving not as a burden, but as an opportunity to grow and receive God's grace and blessings. It will help you draw strength from
your faith in a few sacred moments each day as it reminds you to care for yourself as you care for others.

A 160 pp.
Caregiver's Companion, The: A Christ-Centered Journal To Nourish Your Soul
BK
Kelsey-Davis, Debra Ave Maria Press© 2020

253097
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This guide explores ten cherished prayers from the Catholic tradition to teach their history, meaning, and significance. Each chapter includes thoughtful
reflections, discussion questions, suggestions for incorporating these prayers more deeply into daily living, and suggestions for families and catechetical
sessions. Prayers include The Our Father, Hail Mary, Glory Be, Prayer to the Holy Spirit, Grace before Meals, Act of Contrition, Memorare, Angelus,
Magnificat, and Acts of Faith, Hope, and Love.

P, I, J, S, YA, A 96 pp.
Catechist's Guide To Beloved Catholic Prayers, The: Understanding And Sharing The Tradition
BK
Schaffler, OP, Janet Twenty-Third Publications© 2019

268023

This book meditates on the many aspects of grief that touch the painful moments leading to the death of a loved one. It helps women identify with the grief of
our Blessed Mother Mary who mourned the death of Jesus and then walked with her son Jesus on the road to Calvary. In addition to the many short
meditations are prayers and thoughts on grief and mourning.

A 94 pp.
Catholic Approach To Widowhood, A: Journey With Mary
BK
Charneski, Roberta Alba House Communications© 2009

259014

This guide to virtuous manhood turns to the timeless wisdom of the Catholic Church to answer important questions men are asking about how to act like a
gentleman in these times when gender roles have become unclear. Discover how to know you are an authentic man, why our bodies matter, the value of
tradition, the purpose of courtesy, what real holiness is and how to achieve it, and how to deal with failure in the spiritual life.

YA, A 177 pp.
Catholic Gentleman, The: Living Authentic Manhood Today
BK
Guzman, Sam Ignatius Press© 2019

248827

Rose Sweet takes you through the doorway of Scripture to see how Jesus handled troublesome people. She shares some of her golden nuggets that expose
the roots of relationship troubles and how to finally be free of them. Topics include exposing the little ways in which we tend to use even the people we love;
learning to hear and speak another's emotional language; changing poison patterns in relationships; setting and enforcing healthy boundaries; knowing when,
how, and why to reinvent or even end a relationship; and embracing the power and freedom of solitude.

YA, A 200 pp.
Catholic Woman's Guide To Relationships, A
BK
Sweet, Rose TAN Books© 2020

248603

This book speaks to the plethora of Catholic working moms who are looking for other moms who understand the unique challenges of juggling motherhood
and work. You will learn about the large community of other Catholic working moms; inspirational saints for working mothers; how to find peace whether you
work or not and how to discern what is right for your family; how to juggle home and family responsibilities while working; practical advice on child-care,
pregnancy, and maternity leave; and the importance of prayer and fellowship.

A 176 pp.
Catholic Working Mom's Guide To Life, The
BK
Wahlund, JoAnna Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

241540

This guide helps grief ministers in all the factors contributing to their work including parish support and their own loss history. Topics covered to help all those
attending to the bereaved include symptoms of loss, trust, and hints for conversations with the grieving.

A 104 pp.
Collegeville Ministry Series: Grief Ministry (Revised Edition)
BK
Curley, Rev. Terence P. Liturgical Press© 2016

259017

This book will show you how to transform the rote recitation of prayer into profound worship of Christ, drawing your heart to bow in awe before the Triune God,
whom the Rosary reveals to us. You will learn how to place every moment of your life before His throne, seeing in each one the mystery of the Incarnation.
You will learn the difference between contemplation and meditation, how to enrich your vocal prayer, and how the Rosary can unite vocal prayer and mental
prayer. In addition, you will find reflections and artwork for each of the Mysteries.

A 138 pp.
Contemplative Rosary, The: With St. John Paul ll And St. Teresa Of Avila
BK
Burke, Dan EWTN Publishing, Inc© 2017

232633

This book coaches parents to lead their children with confidence and authority, eyes wide open to the pitfalls and dangers that surround them. After
addressing the issues for awareness, the book offers solutions, tips, and tools on the following topics: The Critical Role of Parents, Schools, Media, Sex,
Pornography, and Consumerism.

A 144 pp.
Don't Let The Culture Raise Your Kids
BK
Segelstein, Marcia Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

241553

Discover seven simple habits to help fellow Catholics more comfortably talk about and model Christian faith in our everyday lives: Choose Joy, Be Humble,
Preach from the Pulpit of Life, Pray Unceasingly, Listen with a Cupped Ear, Practice the Art of Accompaniment, and Engage in God Talk. An appendix
includes practical ideas for individuals or a parish.

A 128 pp.
Everyday Witness: Seven Simple Habits For Sharing Your Faith
BK
Rickard, O.P., Theresa Ave Maria Press© 2019

250005

This book draws upon the teaching and wisdom of seven spiritual Doctors of the Church to present an in-depth study of the journey to God. It provides
encouragement and direction for the pilgrim who desires to know, love, and serve our Lord. Discover the teachings of Teresa of Avila, Catherine of Siena,
Thérèse of Lisieux, Bernard of Clairvaux, Augustine, and Francis De Sales.

A 496 pp.
Fulfillment Of All Desire, The: Guidebook For The Journey To God Based On The Wisdom Of The Saints
BK
Martin, Ralph Emmaus Road Publishing© 2006

248835
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When a mother's children grow up and begin their own lives, this book offers hope to her heart and help her absorb the mix of emotions of anxiety and
excitement, grief and hope. Danielle Bean ponders her emptying nest and overflowing heart as she encourages you to join her in leaning on God and
discovering the joy and promise of this sacred season of parenting.

A 128 pp.
Giving Thanks And Letting Go: Reflections On The Gift Of Motherhood
BK
Bean, Danielle Ave Maria Press© 2020

241537

Whether you are a man or a woman of faith looking to increase your level of fitness or a fitness enthusiast looking to deepen your spiritual life, this book will
help you reach your goals, get fit, and stay that way. In addition to laying out the building blocks for getting stronger and leaner, this guide helps you grow in
virtue and pray with daily, actionable steps and real, inspiring, easy-to-follow instructions. Included are nine-, twenty-one-, forty-, and ninety-day workout plans
with instructional photographs empowering you to increase your fitness and practice your faith like never before.

YA, A 192 pp.
Grit And Glory: Cross-Training Your Body And Soul
BK
Johnson, Kaiser Our Sunday Visitor© 2018

248821

This book offers pocket-sized prescriptions for various symptoms that come as a result of divorce. The book is full of practical advice, encouragement, and
hope centered on daily doses of God's Word. Thirty-five topics include denial, guilt, loneliness, bitterness, and forgiveness.

YA, A 192 pp.
Healing The Divorced Heart: Devotions For Hope And Encouragement
BK
Sweet, Rose Living Ink Books© 2020

241541

This encouraging, reflective resource for professionals working in a care sector — including health care, social work, chaplaincy, and other related professions
— is infused with the wisdom of Henri Nouwen to help caregivers become more intentional and wholistic in how they respond to those they care for every day.
It inspires caregivers to feed their souls and find new meaning in their work. It is filled with valuable information, uplifting stories, and questions for self-
reflection.

A 160 pp.
Healthy Caregiving: Perspectives For Caring Professionals In Company With Henri J. M. Nouwen
BK
O'Rourke, RN, MA, Michelle Twenty-Third Publications© 2020

253002

This book uses a lively and original cartoon format with full-color illustrations to explain the central beliefs of Catholics in lighthearted chapters. It presents
straightforward answers to nearly one hundred of the questions most commonly asked about Catholicism. It also includes a glossary of Catholic terms.

YA, A 64 pp.
How To Survive Being Married To A Catholic: A Frank And Honest Guide To Catholic Attitudes, Beliefs, And Practices
BK
Henesy, CSsR, Michael Liguori Publications© 2017

241369

There is no such thing as "Catholic divorce" because in God's eyes a valid marriage can never be broken. But sometimes what looks like a marriage from the
outside can be fatally flawed from the beginning. After careful study of a failed marriage, the Church may be able to declare that no valid marriage bond was
ever created. This is called the annulment process. This book explains that process.

YA, A 200 pp.
How To Understand And Petition For Your Decree Of Nullity (A Little Book With Big Help)
BK
Sweet, Rose Saint Benedict Press, LLC© 2012

241543

The path of following Jesus is an ancient spiritual tradition. This book draws on the riches of the Bible and the writings of mystics across the centuries to shed
light on the mystery and wonder of the spiritual life. Beginning with the age-old belief that the path of prayer is not only informative but transformative, Dr.
Brant Pitre explores the scriptural roots of the major forms of prayer: vocal prayer, meditation, and contemplation; the purgative, illuminative, and unitive
stages of spiritual growth; the spiritual exercises of prayer, fasting, and almsgiving; the Jewish roots of the Lord's Prayer; Lectio Divina; seven vices and their
seven opposing virtues; the battle of prayer; and the "dark night of the soul" in the Bible. This guide to following Jesus is full of sacred truths, contemplative
insights, and practical steps.

YA, A 336 pp.
Introduction To The Spiritual Life: Walking The Path Of Prayer With Jesus
BK
Pitre, Brant Image© 2021

248833

This is the tale of a trusted and noble donkey purchased by St. Joseph. He helps Joseph in his carpentry business, plays a key role in the major events of the
Infancy Narratives, and shuttles the Holy Family to Jerusalem, eventually finding the lost child Jesus in the Temple. The story of this strong, dignified, humble,
hardworking donkey also introduces children in a potent way to the mysterious and wonderful character of St. Joseph himself, for the donkey in this story is a
mirror image of the foster father of Jesus.

P 40 pp.
Joseph's Donkey
BK
DeStefano, Anthony Sophia Institute Press© 2021

201545

This work begins by exploring what the Covid crisis can teach us about how to handle upheaval of any kind. Pope Francis also shares how three crises in his
own life changed him dramatically for the better. Pope Francis then offers a critique of the systems and ideologies that have conspired to produce the current
crisis, reminding Christians that their first duty is to serve others as Jesus did. Finally, the Pope offers a blueprint for building a better world for all humanity
that puts the poor and the planet at the heart of new thinking. Along the way, you will find dozens of wise and surprising observations on the value of
unconventional thinking, on why we must dramatically increase women's leadership in the Church and throughout society, on what the Pope learned while
scouring the streets of Buenos Aires with garbage pickers, and much more.

S, YA, A 160 pp.
Let Us Dream: The Path To A Better Future
BK
Francis, Pope Simon And Schuster Inc.© 2020

270617
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As Catholics, we marvel at the complexity of human life, wonder at its fragility, and embrace its dignity. As far back as 1880, the Church has faced the reality
that our culture often stands in opposition to God's loving design for life, love, marriage, and family. This book takes a fascinating tour of eight Church
documents, spanning nearly one hundred forty years, that pertain to human life and love and explain how the Church consistently and fearlessly offers the
only true response to the battles of our time: Arcanum (on Christian marriage), Casti Connublii ("Of Chaste Wedlock"), Humanae Vitae ("Of Human Life"),
Familiaris Consortio (on the roles of the Christian family in the modern world), Mulieris Dignatatem (on the dignity and vocations of women), Evangelium Vitae
("The Gospel of Life"), Deus Caritas Est ("God Is Love"), and Amoris Laetitia ("The Joy of Love").

YA, A 208 pp.
Life And Love: Opening Your Heart To God's Design
BK
Polakovic, Terry Our Sunday Visitor© 2018

241453

The stressful premature birth of Kathryn Whitaker's fifth child threw her ordinary world into chaos and ultimately led her to rethink her priorities. She shares
her journey and challenges readers to understand that it is possible to live a life of authenticity with joy-filled purpose, love, and faith. Whitaker's sassy
authenticity will make you laugh and cry while encouraging you to be honest about mistakes in every area of your life, embrace them, and find a way to let
God redeem it all.

A 160 pp.
Live Big, Love Bigger: Getting Real With BBQ, Sweet Tea, And A Whole Lotta Jesus
BK
Whitaker, Kathryn Ave Maria Press© 2019

241441

This booklet offers a series of teachings that take only a minute to read so that you can better understand the truth about common objections to the Catholic
Faith. Included are citations for further study and note-taking space.

YA, A 48 pp.
Minute In The Church, A: One Minute Answers To Questions About The Catholic Faith – Volume II
BK
Lloyd, Gus Gus Lloyd© 2013

234555

This booklet offers a series of teachings that take only a minute to read so that you can better understand the Catholic Mass. Included are citations for further
study and note-taking space.

YA, A 62 pp.
Minute In The Church, A: One Minute Explanations About The Catholic Mass – The Mass
BK
Lloyd, Gus Gus Lloyd© 2015

234556

This booklet offers a series of teachings that take only a minute to read so that you can better understand common practices and devotions of Catholicism.
Included are citations for further study.

YA, A 48 pp.
Minute In The Church, A: One Minute Explanations Of Catholic Practice And Devotions – Life In Christ
BK
Lloyd, Gus Gus Lloyd© 2017

234557

This booklet offers a series of teachings that take only a minute to read so that you can better understand the truth about common objections to the Catholic
Faith. Included are citations for further study and note-taking space.

YA, A 48 pp.
Minute In The Church, A: One-Minute Catholic Apologetics – Volume I
BK
Lloyd, Gus Gus Lloyd© 2010

234553

With research conducted by the Ruth Institute and almost fifty years of marriage experience between them, the authors of this book have compiled their best
tips to inspire and support Catholic singles during all stages of dating and engagement. Their life-changing ideas offer bite-size, practical suggestions that will
help you approach dating with confidence and joy, find a mate, and build a strong relationship.

A 144 pp.

One Hundred One Tips For Marrying The Right Person: Helping Singles Find Each Other, Contemplate Marriage, And
Say I Do
BK
Morse, Jennifer Roback Ave Maria Press© 2016

241532

Each chapter of this book is based on one of the eight Beatitudes and offers reflections on how St. Joseph and the Blessed Mother lived out each particular
one in the Holy Family. Also included are specific sub-virtues for each Beatitude that are helpful for living the Beatitude; saint profiles; a prayer; and practical
tips for parenting young children, middle schoolers, and high schoolers in ways that help them live the Beatitudes in your home and beyond.

A 176 pp.
Parenting With The Beatitudes: Eight Holy Habits For Daily Living
BK
Ewing, Jeannie TAN Books© 2019

241535

Drawing from the Bible, the rich tradition of the Church, and powerful insights of the saints, this book teaches you how to recognize God's voice and discern
the soul's movements, how to know which vocation God is calling you to, and even how to be comfortable "in the waiting" and yet fully, joyfully alive in the
present moment. Each chapter includes questions for reflection.

S, YA 116 pp.
Pray, Decide And Don't Worry: Five Steps To Discerning God's Will
BK
Angel, Bobby and Jackie Ascension Press© 2019

248013

Jeduthun was a man who lived in the time of King David. Through his leadership his family remained faithful to God for hundreds of years. This book takes
what Jeduthun did and applies it to our day, showing the importance of grandparents and that passing on the faith is truly a multigenerational task with
parents and grandparents working together.

YA, A 95 pp.
Preserving Your Family: Parents And Grandparents Working Together
BK
Bergeson, Dick Bergeson, Dick© 2014

241539
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This book collects over fifty of the most common and dangerous lies about Catholic history and shows how to answer them simply and powerfully. Whether it
is claims about Catholicism's supposedly pagan origins, old myths about Galileo or the Inquisition, or more modern misconceptions that are exploited, this
book provides the needed corrective. The Real Story of Catholic History is packed with research and diligent in pursuit of the truth, while never
whitewashing or explaining away the Church's past faults when they are found.

YA, A 315 pp.
Real Story Of Catholic History, The: Answering Twenty Centuries Of Anti-Catholic Myths
BK
Weidenkopf, Steve Catholic Answers Press© 2017

270959

Whether you have recently divorced or it has been a few years, this book offers a blueprint for rebuilding a life rich in faith, hope, and lots of love. It offers
clear directions to make your house a home again, beginning with laying a solid foundation with the cornerstone being Christ. The book addresses practical
concerns including discerning God's will for you, helping your children, and understanding where you stand in the eyes of the Church.

YA, A 320 pp.
Rebuilding After Divorce: Making Your House A Home Again
BK
Sweet, Rose Saint Benedict Press, LLC© 2012

241542

The hale and hearty pages in this book show you how to transform your family mealtimes into joyful occasions that even teenagers will love. From hundreds
of happy families worldwide, you will discover scores of practical tips that foster gratitude and conviviality at mealtimes. They will work in your home,
strengthening the ties that bind, no matter how emotionally close or distant your family members may presently be. Learn how to initiate pleasant mealtime
rituals, deal with difficult dinner conversations, and see your loved ones through the joys and tribulations of everyday life. Discover keen spiritual insights,
many conversation starters, real-world exercises, and sublime recipes to find yourself nourishing and saving your family one meal at a time.

A 160 pp.
Saving The Family: The Transformative Power Of Sharing Meals With People You Love
BK
Patalinghug, Rev. Leo E. Sophia Institute Press© 2019

241368

God is present and working in us and through us, even as we age. Each of the reflections in this book is hopeful and encouraging, helping older adults to
discover new gifts and deeper meaning for their lives as they adjust to new realities.

YA, A 160 pp.
Season Of Grace, A: Embracing God's Gifts In The Autumn Of Our Lives
BK
Bassett, Carolyn The Word Among Us Press© 2017

248834

This book offers the Sacred Heart of Jesus as the answer for those who yearn for the peace, protection, and joy of a Christ-centered home. Taking up each of
the twelve promises Christ made to St. Margaret Mary Alacoque, this offers a fresh new spin on the classic Catholic devotion and invites families to
experience the profound spiritual benefits received when the Sacred Heart of Jesus is kept at the center of the home. Each chapter includes ideas for prayer,
practicing the devotion, and discussing the ideas.

YA, A 160 pp.
Secrets Of The Heart: Twelve Ways To Claim Jesus' Promises In Your Life
BK
Jaminet, Emily Ave Maria Press© 2020

248820

No matter how charred or distorted the fragments, we can always uncover seeds of the Word in the surrounding culture which can lead people to God. This
collection of essays finds those seeds in films, books, and events of the culture. How do Superman, Gran Torino, and The Hobbit illuminate the figure of
Jesus? How does Bob Dylan convey the prophetic overtones of Jeremiah and Isaiah? Where can we detect the ripple of original sin in politics, sports, and the
Internet culture? This book will train you for new vision to see the seeds of the Word.

A 288 pp.
Seeds Of The Word: Finding God In The Culture
BK
Barron, Bishop Robert E. Word On Fire© 2015

234516

This explanation helps people grow in their understanding and appreciation of the Mass. It includes a commentary on each part of the Mass, questions for
personal and group reflection for each chapter, and practical suggestions on how to enter into the Mass more consciously, actively, and fruitfully.

YA, A 128 pp.

Simple Explanation Of The Mass, A: Step-By-Step Commentary On Each Part Of The Mass And The Seasons Of The
Liturgical Year
BK
Tobin, Rev. Eamon Dynamic Catholic© 2019

268007

This book sheds light on the little-understood vocation of single life that is discerned and embraced by a growing number of people who are joyfully single for
a greater purpose, nourishing both the world and the Church with the unique spiritual strengths and graces that God gives to souls who deliberately remain
single for Him. Discover why dedicated single life is uniquely suited to our times, how it builds on our baptismal vocations, how celibacy for the sake of the
Kingdom yields a fruitful spousal relationship with Christ, how dedicated singles can follow the evangelical counsels of obedience and poverty outside of a
religious community, and more.

YA, A 208 pp.
Single For A Greater Purpose: A Hidden Joy In The Catholic Church
BK
Zurlo, Luanne D. Sophia Institute Press© 2019

248819

This book can help you experience God's grace within your marriage and help you build and strengthen healthy, loving habits that are good for both of you.
Taking inspiration from Cana, where Jesus turned six jars of plain water into exquisite wine, John and Teri Bosio suggest six key aspects of married love that
are essential to building a meaningful life together. These moving stories and very down-to-earth reflections are steeped in Scripture and the seven
sacraments to help you discover how Christ is present every day for you, and how he can guide you toward the lifelong love your two hearts long for. Each
chapter includes personal/couple reflection questions, group sharing questions, and an activity to do between sessions.

YA, A 144 pp.
Six Jars Of Love: Loving Attitudes To Help Married Couples Reconnect
BK
Bosio, John Twenty-Third Publications© 2019

241548
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This book by a Catholic parent and clinical psychologist zeroes in on the dangers of children's unsupervised forays into the digital world, shows you what's
"out there," and describes how it can influence your children both negatively and positively. Parents will discover practical strategies for living in a digital world,
keeping it all in balance, and "unplugging" from technology to improve the health and happiness of the whole family. Each chapter includes questions for
reflection.

A 144 pp.
Tech Talk, The: Strategies For Families In A Digital World
BK
Horne, PsyD, Michael Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

241547

This book is an invitation to practice, to savor, the sacred present. It is a call to be available, to be curious, to be alive, to be willing to be surprised by joy, and
to know there is power in the word enough.

A 160 pp.
This Is The Life: Mindfulness, Finding Grace, And The Power Of The Present Moment
BK
Hershey, Terry Franciscan Media© 2019

248816

What does the Bible really say about the birth of Jesus? How did the celebration of Christmas become associated with things like Santa Claus and decorated
trees? This book offers an informed and inspiring look at the Bible's accounts of Jesus' birth and the development of the Christmas season. Along the way,
you will discover answers to questions including How is the Christmas story related to ancient Jewish expectations? Why is Jesus said to be laid in a
"manger"? What is the mysterious Christmas star? How did Saint Nicholas become "Santa Claus"? Although some of the answers to these questions may be
surprising, by understanding the message at the heart of Christmas we can fully enter into the joy it promises.

YA, A 190 pp.
True Meaning Of Christmas: The Birth Of Jesus And The Origin Of The Seasons
BK
Barber, Michael Patrick Ignatius Press© 2021

263588

Weightless offers advice from a Catholic approach to self-healing for those who believe they are not thin enough, pretty enough, young enough, or good
enough. It speaks not only to those who may have faced an eating disorder, but also to anyone who wants to live an abundant life, unencumbered by
society's obsession with thinness, physical beauty, youth, or food. Each chapter includes questions for discussion.

YA, A 89 pp.
Weightless: Making Peace With Your Body
BK
Wicker, Kate Servant Books© 2011

248015

Early Christians believed that Christians make the Mass and the Mass makes Christians. The Mass was the reality most essential to the life of believers, and
it deeply affected everything they did. This book shows how the Eucharist shaped the work, play, and love of the early Christians: As Christians brought the
fruits of their labor to the altar, they consecrated the world itself to God; the Mass was useless by the standards of the city of Rome, yet it called forth the most
creative responses; and the Christian ritual's demand of personal and communal acts of charity led to the establishment of the first institutions of universal
charity in human history. Discover the details of the life-changing Mass.

A 128 pp.
Work, Play, Love: How The Mass Changed The Life Of The First Christians
BK
Aquilina, Mike Paraclete Press© 2020

265324

These five motion comic stories will inspire courage when faced with life's most difficult challenges: The Story of Juan Diego (8 min.), The Story of Saint
Thomas More (8 min.), The Temple of Love - based on St. Paul's Epistle to the Corinthians (8 min.), The Story of Saints Perpetual and Felicity (13 min.), and
Kingdom Bound - a presentation of the Kerygma as an allegory of the story of sin and redemption (12 min.).

I 49 min.
Faithful, The: Stories Of Courage - Volume I
DV

Herald Entertainment, Inc© 2021
31746

Created to help children apply the lessons found in the parables of Jesus, each ten-minute episode includes a story situation that children today can relate to,
a parable, and a thought-provoking way to apply it. This volume includes The Lilies of the Field (why life is more than just the things we think we need), Let
Your Light Shine (what it really means to make our life a shining example for others), and The Parable of the Sower (how our life is like a a garden that needs
love and attention). (English and Spanish language tracks and subtitles.)

EC 30 min.
Jesus Stories, The: Volume III
DV

Herald Entertainment, Inc© 2020
31744

In this series, four children time-travel back to New Testament days, taking part in the Gospel stories and learning prayers, teachings, and traditions of the
Catholic Faith. Easter - The children find themselves with the apostles as Jesus tells them that his Father's house has many rooms, and he is going to
prepare a place for them. They learn to pray the Regina Coeli from Sister Lucia, and Fr. Luis teaches them why it is important to make a good confession
during Lent, so as to receive Jesus in the Eucharist at Easter. (English and Spanish language tracks.)

EC, P 30 min.
My Time With Jesus: Easter
DV

Eternal Word Television Network© 2015
31745

https://safeshare.tv/x/9dEXM7mdCuY#

This frank discussion helps teen girls realize that the development of their character is far more important then cultivating outward beauty. It is intended to
spur young girls to be proactive and to help each other build the strength of character they need to thrive and to become the women of God they were create
to be, for it is far more important to be the right person than to find the right person.

J, S 39 min.
Take A Look In The Mirror
DV
Stenzel, Pam Core-Alliance Group, Inc.© 2018

31743
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In this faith-based crime drama series, Detective Travis has spent fifteen years solving cases while serving the small town of East Bank, Texas. Each new
case brings unique twists, turns, and surprises he must address as well as new challenges to his personal faith life. When his estranged daughter Katie
returns home, tensions escalate between him and his wife Becky. With a new detective trainee thrown in the mix and an onslaught of cases that challenge his
unsettled faith, Detective Travis finds that his sixteenth year on the force will be the most life altering of his career. It becomes the year when his faith finally
comes to life. (Includes ten episodes on two discs.)

S, YA, A 288 mim.
Vindication: Season I (2 Discs)
DV

Vision Video© 2018
31742

This site is devoted to teaching the Catechism of the Catholic Church, not as a textbook, a collection of ideas, or a set of rules, but as the faithful echo of a
God who wishes to reveal himself to us and desires us to respond. It provides videos with accompanying study guides in order to pass down and pass along
the gift of the faith with content inspired by the Catechism.

YA, A
Real And True
OC

Real+True© 2021
51184

https://realtrue.org/2021/07/29/start-here/

Archdiocese of Dubuque Pinterest Boards include pins to trusted resources.

EC, P, I, J, S, YA, A
Archdiocese Of Dubuque Pinterest Board: Saints And Heroes - Paul the Apostle
OL

Archdiocese of Dubuque© 2021
51182

https://www.pinterest.com/dbqarch/saints-paul-the-apostle/

The Office of Marriage and Family in the Diocese of St. Cloud provides an online-based presentation on the topic of puberty that includes video presentations
and handouts. Topics include relationships; emotional changes; physical changes for boys and for girls; spiritual changes; marriage, sexual intercourse, fetal
development, birth, and more.

I
Puberty Program
OR
Ciddebm Chris Diocese of Saint Cloud© 2018

51185

https://stcdio.org/puberty-program/

This online Scripture tool allows you to choose a Bible translation (including The Revised Standard Version, Catholic Edition), search for topics or passages,
easily tag and share one or more passages through a variety of social media options, and more. Sign-in not require to use these tools. (Note: You may need
to translate the page to English. Right click on the page and choose Translate to English or use the shortcuts/tools your system offers.)

I, J, S, YA, A
Biblia
OT

Faithlife© 2021
51183

https://biblia.com/books/rsvce/Ge

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 1)

P 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 1
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214066

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 2)

P 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 2
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214067

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 3)

P 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 3
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214068

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 4)

I 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 4
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214069
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Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 5)

I 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 5
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214070

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 6)

I 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 6
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214071

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 7)

J 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 7
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214072

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade 8)

J 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade 8
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214073

Growing with GOD: Safe and Sacred is a comprehensive child safety and family life program grounded in the Catholic faith. It focuses on safety, as well as
physical and spiritual development. Six distinct and independent lessons are included for each grade and can be taught throughout the year. The program
revisits the same themes (God Creates Us, Boundaries, Friendship and Bullying, Safety Awareness, Digital Discipleship, and My Sacred Self) and strategies
with the depth and specificity appropriate to each grade level from Kindergarten through Grade 8. (Teacher Guide - Grade K)

EC 45 pp.
Growing With GOD: Safe And Sacred - Grade K
RT

Loyola Press© 2021
214065
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